Kitchen Fittings

KLUDI
Making your dreams of a beautiful,
comfortable kitchen come true
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Design by KLUDI
Our fittings are created with you in mind
Our family and social lives are moving into the kitchen
– we love cooking, seasoning and tasting food together.
We seldom stop to think about how a fitting works,
or about how water can be made to flow with a single
flick of the hand. Designing intuitive solutions that
become a part of your lifestyle – that is our goal.
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Our fittings are created to meet the needs of millions
of users around the world. The products developed
by our designers and engineers are crafted with usability
in mind. Every model bearing the KLUDI brand is
the result of our efforts to create synergies between
functionality and unique form.

ABOUT THE COMPANY

90 years of experience
The highest quality since 1926
Our company was started in 1926 in a small
production workshop in the German city of Menden.
From the beginning, our mission was to make households
more innovative, and to improve the quality of life
of the people in our community. Our family company
grew quickly as we developed a series of practical ideas
and innovative solutions for kitchens and bathrooms.
These early ideas continue to inspire us even today.
Having practiced and refined our craft over many years,
we now combine these traditions with modern materials
and technologies.
Our success today would not be possible without
our employees – and we are immensely proud of their
hard work. We have over 1000 employees who closely
monitor the quality and availability of our products.
We have close relationships with our customers,
and by working internationally and exchanging ideas
across borders, we can react quickly to new trends
and the ever-changing needs of the market.
Our kitchen fittings are known not just for their simplicity,
their functionality and their modern design, but for
having the sustainable features that are important
to households today: our fittings save water and energy,
and are made of environmentally friendly materials.

Cores made of silica sand
are used to manufacture every
single fitting. The sand is injected
into the moulds, where, under
8-bar pressure and a temperature.
of 320°C, it is further processed.

Thanks to the chrome plating
on the brass body, our beautiful
fittings are smooth to the touch.

Kitchen - our common passion

All of our products are designed
by the world famous MICHAEL
STEIN DESIGN studio.

Every model we produce has
undergone precise quality,
tightness and flow tests.
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ABOUT THE COMPANY

KLUDI – the most
innovative brand
An independent international group of experts
has presented the KLUDI brand with an award
for outstanding achievement in the areas of quality,
functionality, ergonomics, design and ecology.
The Plus X Award for the Most Innovative Brand confirms
KLUDI's reputation for excellence and its strong position
on the international market. As the award has been
presented to relatively few companies in the sanitation
industry, we are very proud to have received this title.

Many of our products have been
recognised for their excellence
in international competitions,
and have been recommended
by design experts around
the world.

Functionality and ergonomics
are the guiding principles
of kitchen design.

To meet the needs of our
customers, KLUDI continuously
tracks the latest trends in design.
Plus X Award

Best Design Brand

Interior Innovation Award

Many of our fittings have been
given the international Plus X
Award seal of approval, which
guarantees that these fittings
are made of high-quality
components, and that the
design is based on a thorough
analysis of the users’ needs.
Having observed our commitment
to creating outstanding products,
millions of people around the world
have chosen outstanding KLUDI
fittings for their home.

We won the Best Design
Brand 2016/2017 award thanks
to the hard work that each
and every one of our dedicated
employees puts into our products.
Our focus on innovation has paid
off: over the past year, we received
the most quality seals in the
“design” category.

The Interior Innovation
Award is one of the most
prestigious design awards
in the world. The international
title is awarded exclusively
to products with an exceptionally
refined and functional design.
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Shower or spray?
A small button – a large range of options
A powerful jet of water that makes it easy to quickly
fill or wash a pot might be too strong when rinsing
delicate lettuce leaves. We solved this problem
by equipping our fittings with a small button that allows
you to adjust the water pressure according to your needs.

40 cm

The spray hose can be extended
up to 40 cm.

Benefits of the shower/spray automatic diverter:
•
•
•
•
•

the water flow can be adjusted to your needs
a delicate spray setting is available for rinsing
dishes and washing fruit
the button on the fitting is placed in
an ergonomic position
the spray hose is made of high-quality fibre,
which ensures durability and quiet operation
the spray hose can be extended up to 40 cm

The function is used in the following series:
KLUDI TANGENTA, KLUDI MX, KLUDI BINGO STAR,
KLUDI TRENDO, KLUDI OBJEKTA, KLUDI ZENTA
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Another practical feature
is the s-pointer aerator,
which allows you to change
the angle of water flow
with just a flick of your finger.

The function is used
in the following series:
KLUDI TANGENTA, KLUDI MX,
KLUDI OBJEKTA, KLUDI ZENTA

FUNCTIONS

Any way you want it!
A swivelling spout is a must

Expanded range thanks
to a pull-out spout!

No more room in the sink? Or maybe you want to move
the spout out of the way when you are not using it?
You can select fittings that allow you to do exactly that.
A spout that swivels 360° is ideal for all kinds of kitchen
designs, from conventional layouts to various kinds
of kitchen islands.

Imagine being able to extend the range of your spout
by up to 70 cm. The pull-out spout has an ergonomic
shape that makes it easy to fill containers and pots
on work surfaces.

70 cm

Extendibility of the spout
up to 70 cm.

Benefits of a swivelling spout:

Benefits of a pull-out spout:

•

•
•

•
•
•

easy to manoeuvre – you can move it
where you want it
frees up work space around the kitchen sink
provides a practical solution for kitchen
islands and two-compartment sinks
allows you to fill pots outside of the sink

The function is used in all KLUDI kitchen series.

•
•
•

allows you to use water anywhere, even outside the sink
makes washing and filling even the largest pots
and containers easy
allows you to direct the water flow precisely
where you want it
the spout can be extended up to 70 cm
has an ergonomic shape that makes the spout easy
to handle

The function is used in the following series:
KLUDI E-GO, KLUDI TANGENTA, KLUDI L-INE, KLUDI L-INE S,
KLUDI BINGO STAR, KLUDI BOZZ, KLUDI SCOPE, KLUDI KOMET
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Electronic fittings
- an intelligent choice for your kitchen
Would you like to wash your dishes without
ever touching the fitting? With its built-in movement
sensor, the innovative KLUDI E-GO is the perfect
solution for you, allowing you to control the flow
of water even when both hands are full.
The smart sensor works in three phases.

Benefits of electronic fittings:
•
•
•

touch-free operation – especially useful
when both hands are busy
allows you to optimise the temperature
and the amount of the water used
easy to keep clean

The function is used in the following series:
KLUDI E-GO
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Phase 1: Turn on the water with a single movement
of your hand. The sensor’s range in this mode is 1-5 cm.
Phase 2: While in active operation mode, the sensor’s
range increases to 20 cm, allowing you to work freely.
Phase 3: When the sensor no longer detects any
movement, it shuts off the water flow and returns
to standby mode.

The fitting can also be operated
manually, thanks to the
convenient lever on the side.

FUNCTIONS

A fitting by the window
thanks to a bayonet connection
Many people dream of enjoying the natural light and convenience that having
a sink next to a window can provide. Thanks to our innovative bayonet connection,
it is possible to install the fitting right next to a window. To open the window,
simply remove the fitting from its base and place to one side.

A simple and discreet solution:
a bayonet connection
at the fitting base.

3 cm
The minimum gap
necessary for opening
a window.

Benefits of bayonet connection:
•
•
•

provides greater freedom in designing the sink zone
and in selecting the kitchen cabinets placed near
the window
the fitting can be easily removed from its base
– a single movement is enough
extendable hoses reinforced with stainless steel
wrap ensure the exceptional durability

The minimum distance between
the worktop and the window
is 3 cm.

The function is used in the following series:
KLUDI MX, KLUDI L-INE, KLUDI BINGO STAR, KLUDI TRENDO,
KLUDI OBJEKTA, KLUDI SCOPE, KLUDI KOMET
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Functional and safe
A multi-connector in the kitchen
As the number of devices used in the kitchen has grown,
the need for a comprehensive solution to managing this
complexity has become more pressing. Thinking about
this problem led us to come up with the multi-connector,
which allows water to flow to a washing machine
or a dishwasher.

Benefits of the multi-connector:
•
•
•

the valve makes it easy to turn off the water flow
to your washing machine or dishwasher
safety guarantee: the valve greatly diminishes
the risk of flooding when you are not home
the convenient valve placement means you
never have to lean down to close it

The function is used in the following series:
KLUDI MX, KLUDI L-INE, KLUDI BINGO STAR, KLUDI TRENDO,
KLUDI OBJEKTA, KLUDI KOMET
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To improve the look of our interiors and gain space
in smaller bathrooms, many of us are moving the washing
machine into the kitchen, installing it under the kitchen
countertop.

Open and close the valve
with a single movement
of your hand.

FUNCTIONS

Easy installation thanks
to the push-fit connector

Fittings suitable for
under-counter water heaters

The installation and removal of fittings has never been
so easy. No need to hire a plumber or use specialised
tools: just select a fitting with a spout house that uses
the universal push-fit connector.

This solution is recommended for systems in which
the distance between the fitting and the water heater
is large, as heating the water where it is needed saves
energy.

Benefits of the push-fit connector:

Benefits of fittings for under-counter water heaters:

•

•

•
•

the fitting is remarkably easy and simple to install
– you do not need tools or specialist knowledge
guaranteed watertight connection
the spout hose is easy to clean

The function is used in the following series:
KLUDI TANGENTA, KLUDI MX, KLUDI L-INE, KLUDI BINGO STAR,
KLUDI BOZZ, KLUDI OBJEKTA, KLUDI ZENTA

•

positioning the fitting and heater close together
saves water and energy, reducing operating costs
compatibility: our fittings will work with the majority
of under-counter water heaters available
on the market

The function is used in the following series:
KLUDI ADLON, KLUDI MX, KLUDI L-INE, KLUDI BINGO STAR,
KLUDI TRENDO, KLUDI OBJEKTA, KLUDI ZENTA, KLUDI SCOPE,
KLUDI KOMET, KLUDI TERCIO, KLUDI LOGO NEO
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The kitchen is the heart of every home. Imagine the kitchen
of your dreams and choose the perfect fittings for it
Many of us have dreamed about our ideal kitchen.
Before we build a new house or buy a flat, we already
know the colours we will choose and what the kitchen
interior will look like. In our dreams, we see our loved
ones eating meals and cooking together, lost in
pleasant conversation.

That’s why it’s crucial that your kitchen is not just
functional, but is designed with the comfort
and the lifestyle of your family in mind.
To create your dream kitchen, you need to select
the right flooring, cabinets, equipment, and fittings.

CLASSIC STYLE

RUSTIC STYLE

•
•

•
•

•

elegant and timeless
a traditional but stylish look created
with muted colours and patterns
a combination of natural elements:
wood, stone or ceramic tile

Recommended series:
KLUDI E-GO, KLUDI ADLON, KLUDI L-INE,
KLUDI L-INE S, KLUDI BINGO STAR, KLUDI BOZZ,
KLUDI OBJEKTA, KLUDI ZENTA, KLUDI KOMET,
KLUDI TERCIO, KLUDI LOGO NEO
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•

a warm and cosy feel
a style that calls to mind a rural manor
or a summer house in the country
must-have equipment: a tiled stove
with a large hood, rustic cabinets, copper pots
and ceramic dishes, antique accessories

Recommended series:
KLUDI ADLON, KLUDI TANGENTA, KLUDI MX,
KLUDI L-INE, KLUDI BOZZ, KLUDI OBJEKTA,
KLUDI ZENTA, KLUDI TERCIO

STYLES

Selecting a kitchen fitting?
It’s easier than you thought!

Do you want to check whether
a given model will fit your kitchen?
Use our CAD file database and try
our fittings in your design.

The style and unique character of your kitchen is shaped
by the equipment you choose. To achieve the desired
effect, the colours, textures and gloss levels of the
equipment should be selected to complement or contrast
with the rest of the kitchen interior. KLUDI can help you
choose the fittings best suited to the style you want.

MODERN STYLE

INDUSTRIAL STYLE

•
•

•
•
•

•

minimalist
a style that is simple and modest, featuring
geometric forms, contrasting colours
and smooth, painted surfaces
equipment is limited to the bare necessities,
with a focus on functionality

Recommended series:
KLUDI E-GO, KLUDI ADLON, KLUDI TANGENTA,
KLUDI L-INE, KLUDI L-INE S, KLUDI BINGO STAR,
KLUDI BOZZ, KLUDI ZENTA, KLUDI SCOPE,
KLUDI TERCIO

raw and industrial
ideal for large spaces and loft flats with high ceilings
a style that is inspired by post-industrial
interiors, featuring eclectic combinations
of design elements, furniture and accessories

Recommended series:
KLUDI E-GO, KLUDI TANGENTA, KLUDI L-INE,
KLUDI L-INE S, KLUDI BINGO STAR, KLUDI BOZZ,
KLUDI ZENTA, KLUDI SCOPE
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422050575
electronically controlled
single-lever sink mixer
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KLUDI E-GO

KLUDI E-GO
Always the centre of attention
A series for lovers of
original design. The KLUDI
E-GO collection is ideal
for people who seek bold
aesthetics coupled with
comfort and convenience.
These fittings are
well-suited to modern
and minimalist interiors,

including lofts.
The bold form of the
fitting underscores
its functionality.
As well as being pleasing
to the eye, the flexible,
removable spout simplifies
everyday tasks around
the kitchen.

What do you feel like eating
today? Mediterranean cuisine?
A taste of Asia? If you like
experimenting in the kitchen,
you should not shy away from
experimenting with design.

The swivelling spout can
be detached from the holder
at any time and moved
in any direction.

This is the only fitting that
gives you a choice between
touch-free operation
and manual adjustment.

Finish: 05 chrome
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KLUDI E-GO

Appetite for
good design
Kitchens are created
for people, with all their
emotional and social
needs. Well designed
interiors should thus
be places where shared
passions come to life.

The tall spout of the fitting makes
it easy to rinse large dishes
and the ingredients needed
to prepare delicious meals.

The white removable spout hose
significantly extends the range
of the water jet.
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KLUDI E-GO
A key element of a designer kitchen
The KLUDI E-GO collection is for anyone who loves
a simple, raw and modest design – a look that can
be shaped by seemingly minor nuances. In a modern,
minimalist interior – especially in a monochromatic

422050575
electronically controlled
single-lever sink mixer

room or loft space – meticulous attention must be paid
to every detail. A fitting with clear lines and a fine finish
set against a single block of colour can become the focal
point of the entire room.

422050575
electronically controlled
single-lever sink mixer

422050575
electronically controlled
single-lever sink mixer
mains-powered
swivelling spout (360°)

422150575
electronically controlled
single-lever sink mixer
battery-powered
swivelling spout (360°)

H1 472 H2 250 A 236 Ø1 34 Ø2 54

H1 472 H2 250 A 236 Ø1 34 Ø2 54
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Finish: 05 chrome

For more information on electronic fittings, please see page 10.

KLUDI E-GO

Maximum comfort
in a minimalist design
Turn on the water with just a flick of your hand.
Thanks to the built-in electronic movement sensor,
you can activate the tap without touching it.
This is the only fitting on the market that can be
operated both touch-free and using the convenient
handle on the side.

Thanks to our high-sensitivity
sensor, the mixer can be turned
on and off completely without
touch. This practical feature makes
it easy to keep the fitting clean –
regardless of what you are doing
in the kitchen.

422000575
electronically controlled
single-lever sink mixer

422000575
electronically controlled
single-lever sink mixer
mains-powered
swivelling spout (360°)

422100575
electronically controlled
single-lever sink mixer
battery-powered
swivelling spout (360°)

H1 375, H2 238, A 215,
Ø1 34, Ø2 54

H1 375, H2 238, A 215,
Ø1 34, Ø2 54
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516060520
sink mixer
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KLUDI ADLON

KLUDI ADLON
Inspired by tradition
Those who value
traditional solutions
and want a kitchen
with a warm, cosy
atmosphere often prefer
fittings with a retro
or rustic look inspired
by historic country homes.
The modern interpretations
of interior designs taken
straight from the 1960s
call to mind these classic
design forms. With their
rounded shapes and pastel
colours, we drew

inspiration from
the kitchen furnishings,
small household
appliances, and porcelain
tableware of this era
to create fittings
with a timeless look.
The lovely cross
handles, porcelain
marquetry, and beautiful
cut of the spout make
the KLUDI ADLON
fitting an ideal piece
in a kitchen with a classic
design.

The combination of decorative
detail and classic forms will appeal
to those who appreciate elegance
combined with fine materials.

Among the attention-grabbing
details of the fitting is its artistic
form, especially its beautifully
shaped spout.

The cross-shaped handles
and porcelain marquetry add to
the character of a contemporary
home.

Finish: 05 chrome
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516060520
sink mixer

Wood
& white
The combination
of white and pale wood
grain is a universal recipe
for creating a kitchen
filled with warmth.
The rustic atmosphere
of the room is enriched
by functional items
that complement
the decor.

Beiges, cream colours and natural
hues evoke a feeling of safety.
Don’t overlook the power of colour
when choosing your kitchen
furniture.
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KLUDI ADLON

516060520
sink mixer
swivelling spout (360°)
H1 245, H2 180, A 250,
Ø1 28, Ø2 52

516000520
sink mixer
swivelling spout (360°)
for use with displacement heaters
H1 245, H2 180, A 250,
Ø1 28, Ø2 52

The large, swivelling spout (360°)
takes advantage of the space in
the kitchen sink, while preventing
water from spraying in unwanted
directions.
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44904F875
single-lever sink mixer
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KLUDI TANGENTA

KLUDI TANGENTA
The heart of the home
The kitchen – not the
living room – is the true
heart of the home.
This is the room where
people gather to talk
around the table, to cook
together, to do their
homework, or to do chores
while listening to music.
As the place where
something is always going

on, the kitchen needs
to have durable and robust
fittings, preferably made
of brushed steel.
The KLUDI TANGENTA
fitting series will help
you discover your love
of best-in-class
equipment and dishes
made of raw stainless
steel.

Why would you be afraid
of making a mess?
We can clean it up quickly,
making cooking together
with your family more fun.

A solid body and conveniently
profiled spout are advantages
you will appreciate in your kitchen.

The discreet, strong and stable
lever will make your work
in the kitchen easier.

Finish: F8 stainless steel brushed
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44941F875
single-lever sink mixer
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KLUDI TANGENTA

Cooking with
your family
The brushed stainless steel fitting is scratch-resistant,
robust and easy to clean. What’s more, it’s the perfect
choice for a kitchen that combines traditional
and modern styles, with steel finishes serving
as one of the main design elements.

The s-pointer aerator allows you
to change the angle of water
flow and adapt it to the shape
of the sink.

44904F875
single-lever sink mixer

44904F875
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (360°)

44991F875
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling (110°),
pull-out spout

44941F875
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (110°),
pull-out hand spray
automatic diverter: shower/spray

H1 236, H2 181, A 213,
Ø1 34, Ø2 52

H1 236, H2 178, A 206,
Ø1 34, Ø2 52

H1 236, H2 172, A 213,
Ø1 34, Ø2 52

Finish: F8 stainless steel brushed
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KLUDI TANGENTA

The swivelling spout and pull-out
hand spray extend the range
of the water jet, enabling you
to quickly and efficiently wash
the ingredients needed to make
a healthy family dinner.

The automatic diverter allows
you to quickly switch from
shower to spray.

Shower or spray? Change the
setting on the fitting to suit
your task.
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399040562
single-lever sink mixer
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KLUDI MX

KLUDI MX
An ideal fit
Designing a rustic kitchen
or a loft space with a less
finished look?
The KLUDI MX fitting
is a practical and beautiful
solution. Available in many
colours, the KLUDI MX

fitting has a range
of functions. Despite its
slim and elegant design,
the tap is robust
and easy to use.
The fitting makes kitchen
design a breeze.
We provide a range of options
for creating a modern kitchen that
is both comfortable and functional.

Every detail matters – like
a beautiful spout, designed
to be perfect.

The ceramic cartridge allows
for the easy and smooth
regulation of the water flow.

Finish: 05 chrome, 82 mocca/chrome, 92 white/chrome
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399070562
multi single-lever sink mixer

KLUDI MX

Pleasant
design
Have some fun with
colour when designing
your modern kitchen.
Try combining warm
beige with delicate
greys – the composition
will POP thanks to the
chrome-plated surface
of the fitting.

Shower or spray – you decide.
Adjust the fitting to the task.

A multi-connector is a perfect
solution in your kitchen
(more information on page 12).
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399419262
single-lever sink mixer

White
on top
A white kitchen is the
latest hit in interior
design. A white fitting
complements bright
cabinet doors
combined with wooden
countertops.

A delicate spray setting
is a pefect solution for rinsing
dishes and washing fruit.

A high-quality ceramic cartridge
allows you to set the water
temperature precisely.
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KLUDI MX

Practical solutions
for your kitchen
Think practically! Which model will best suit your needs?
Which functions are you most likely to use?
The KLUDI MX fitting range offers many different models
with varying functions and in an array of colours, making
it easy to choose the fitting that is perfect for you.

The bayonet connection allows
you to install the fitting right
next to a window. Simply remove
the fitting from its base and put
it on its side.

39904..62
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (360°)

399050562
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (360°)
for use with displacement heaters

39906..62
multi single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (360°)
connection for a washing machine
or a dishwasher

399070562
multi single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (360°)
connection for a washing
machine or a dishwasher
for use with displacement heaters

H1 220, H2 166, A 210,
Ø1 34, Ø2 58

H1 220, H2 166, A 210,
Ø1 34, Ø2 58

H1 220, H2 166, A 210,
Ø1 34, Ø2 58

H1 220, H2 166, A 210,
Ø1 34, Ø2 58

39941..62
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (110°)
pull-out hand spray
automatic diverter: shower/spray

399420562
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (110°)
pull-out hand spray
automatic diverter: shower/spray
for use with displacement heaters

39945..62
multi single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (110°)
pull-out hand spray
automatic diverter: shower/spray
connection for a washing machine
or a dishwasher

399340562
single-lever mixer sink bayonet
swivelling spout (360°)
for installation beneath windows

H1 220, H2 153, A 225,
Ø1 34, Ø2 58

H1 220, H2 153, A 225,
Ø1 34, Ø2 58

H1 220, H2 153, A 225,
Ø1 34, Ø2 58

H1 220, H2 166, A 210,
Ø1 34, Ø2 58

.. = Finish: 05 chrome, 82 mocca/chrome, 92 white/chrome
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428140577
single-lever sink mixer
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KLUDI L-INE

KLUDI L-INE
A stylish line
The KLUDI L-INE proves
that straight fittings can
also be very elegant.
The beautifully designed
fitting is characterised
by its tall, L-shaped spout.
The combination of matt
and chrome surfaces
makes KLUDI L-INE
an original and interesting
choice.

The unparalleled design
of the fitting matches
its functionality.
The pull-out spout
and ergonomic lever
ensure that it is
comfortable to use even
in a kitchen island or large
two-compartment sink.

The tall spout makes the fitting
very convenient to use – the tap
accommodates even the largest
pots.

The pull-out telescopic spout
makes washing dishes or rinsing
fruit easy.

The ergonomic side lever allows
you to quickly select a water
temperature and a flow rate.

Finish: 05 chrome
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428210577
single-lever sink mixer

KLUDI L-INE

Part of your
passion
Do you love cooking?
Regardless of whether
you prefer to experiment
or to stick to tried-and-true
recipes, you can select
the best and most functional
solutions for your kitchen.

A pull-out spout means
that in your kitchen, nothing
is impossible.

The spout allows you to extend the
water jet range to 70 cm.
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The beauty
of a straight line
The elegance of the KLUDI L-INE series lies in
the simplicity of the design. The KLUDI L-INE fittings
represent a marriage of function and form, combining
practicality with timeless beauty. A fitting that is discreet
and yet easy to use will quickly become an essential
detail that sets the tone in your kitchen.

428140577
single-lever sink mixer

428210577
single-lever sink mixer

428140577
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (360°)

428160577
multi single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (360°)
connection for a washing machine
or a dishwasher

428170577
single-lever sink mixer bayonet
swivelling spout (360°)
for installation beneath windows

428210577
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling (220°),
pull-out telescopic spout
(range 245-315 mm)

H1 300, H2 275, A 210,
Ø1 32, Ø2 48

H1 300, H2 275, A 210,
Ø1 34, Ø2 48

H1 305, H2 280, A 210,
Ø1 35, Ø2 48

H1 305, H2 270, A 245-315,
Ø1 34, Ø2 48

*Not shown

Finish: 05 chrome

428190577*
for use with displacement heaters
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KLUDI L-INE

The advantage
of having a delicate shape
Slightly contoured lines and subtle design touches
can soften a raw interior, making even modern kitchens
designed around a single colour more cosy and feminine.

428540577
single-lever sink mixer

428530577
single-lever sink mixer

428540577
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (360°)
two-hole mounted

428530577
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (360°)
two-hole mounted

H1 321, H2 280, A 210,
Ø1 34, Ø2 48

H1 328, H2 185, A 215,
Ø1 34, Ø2 48
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408030575
single-lever sink mixer
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KLUDI L-INE S

KLUDI L-INE S
Subtle shape
Designing a raw, industrial
interior means mastering
the art of compromise,
as finding and combining
wall finishes and colours
requires finesse.
A modern white kitchen
with a flash of steel can

be stunning in its
subtlety and elegance.
The dignified, perfectly
contoured shape
of the KLUDI L-INE S
fitting represents a union
of cutting-edge design
and functionality.

A beautiful kitchen inspires
positive emotions and becomes
the place where people want
to gather.

Kitchen jobs are made simpler
by the swivelling, pull-out
KLUDI L-INE S spout.

The wide side lever makes
the fitting very easy to use.

Finish: 05 chrome, 93 chrome/matt white, 87 chrome/matt black
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408030575
single-lever sink mixer
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408510575
single-lever sink mixer

KLUDI L-INE S

Functionality
in its simplest form
Artistry meets a high
level of functionality.
The pull-out spout
enclosed in a slender
form will complement
the raw decor of your
kitchen.
408030575
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (360°)
H1 290, H2 265, A 210, Ø2 36

408510575
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling (360°),
pull-out spout
H1 295, H2 265, A 220, Ø2 38

Delicious cakes in a beautiful
kitchen – a treat that is
impossible to refuse.
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408519375
single-lever sink mixer
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KLUDI L-INE S

Feel the Scandinavian
atmosphere in your kitchen
Instead of opting for a kitchen dominated by shiny
surfaces, create a warm and calming space filled with
light wood and white tones. The chrome KLUDI L-INE S
fitting with a white spout is perfect for bright, cosy
kitchens with a white or cream colour palette.

The pull-out spout makes
working in the kitchen easier.
Delicious ravioli? Or maybe
spaghetti Bolognese?
Italian cuisine is best prepared
in a kitchen with simple
and beautiful forms.

408519375
single-lever sink mixer

408519375
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling (360°),
pull-out spout
H1 295, H2 265, A 220, Ø2 38

Finish: 93 chrome/matt white
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408518775
single-lever sink mixer

KLUDI L-INE S

A perfect
choice
In designing fashionable
loft interiors, attention to
detail matters. The KLUDI
L-INE S fitting is one such
essential detail. The black
spout combined with
natural materials makes
a striking statement in
a meticulously designed
open kitchen.

408518775
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling (360°),
pull-out spout
H1 295, H2 265, A 220, Ø2 38

The pull-out spout will
be appreciated by everyone
who uses it.

The ergonomic side lever fits
your hand perfectly.
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428030578
single-lever sink mixer
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KLUDI BINGO STAR

KLUDI BINGO STAR
The only one of its kind
A little bit of quirkiness
and courage? When
designing a kitchen, these
qualities are essential.
Just as we experiment
with new food tastes
and intense seasonings,
we should not shy away
from trying out bold
design solutions.
The attention-grabbing
double arch of the KLUDI
BINGO STAR fitting is

an aesthetic detail
that can define the look
and feel of a space.
For those who prefer more
traditional shapes, we offer
a classic, single-line spout.
Regardless of the features
you select, the KLUDI
BINGO STAR series
fittings combine robust
design with a range
of functions needed
in the kitchen.

And there you go! Prepare
the centrepiece dishes your
loved ones appreciate.

The diverter shower/spray
is discreetly embedded in
the spout. The shower jet allows
you to quickly fill any container.

Thanks to the spray switch,
you can wash your dishes quickly,
saving water in the process.

Finish: 05 chrome, 96 stainless steel look
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428590578
single-lever sink mixer
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KLUDI BINGO STAR

428590578
single-lever sink mixer
The swivelling (360°),
removable spout
H1 422, H2 208, A 231, Ø1 34,
Ø2 48

The swivelling (360°), removable
spout increases the range
of the water jet.

The stable, convenient lever
allows for comfortable control
of the water flow.
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428030578
single-lever sink mixer

A clear
choice
We all love clear and
spacious interiors filled
with light. White goes
beautifully with wood,
glass and steel.

The tall spout increases the space
around the sink and makes it easy
to wash fruits and vegetables.

A perfect solution: a swivelling
spout with a diameter of just
24 mm and an automatic
shower/spray diverter.
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KLUDI BINGO STAR

Uncompromising
functionality
Enjoy the highest possible standards of functionality,
convenience and comfort! The KLUDI BINGO STAR
fittings are a solution designed for people who value
versatility and the efficient use of kitchen equipment.

In the kitchen colours come
to life and your senses awaken.

Just a single movement is needed
to remove the spout from its base,
allowing you to open the window
easily.

42803..78
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (360°)

42836..78
multi single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (360°)
connection for a washing machine
or a dishwasher

42851..78
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling (230°),
pull-out spout

H1 375, H2 230, A 215, Ø1 35,
Ø2 48

H1 375, H2 230, A 215, Ø1 35,
Ø2 48

H1 375, H2 226, A 215, Ø1 34,
Ø2 48

42809..78*
for use with displacement heaters

Surprisingly, the fitting's body
can hide many useful functions.

428520578
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (230°)
pull-out hand spray
automatic diverter:
shower/spray

42857..78
single-lever sink mixer bayonet
swivelling spout (360°)
for installation beneath windows

428550578
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling (220°),
pull-out spout

H1 436, H2 224, A 219, Ø1 34,
Ø2 48

H1 375, H2 230, A 215, Ø1 35,
Ø2 48

H1 375, H2 220, A 215, Ø1 34,
Ø2 48

.. = Finish: 05 chrome, 96 stainless steel look

*Not shown
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KLUDI BINGO STAR

Owners of designer restaurants
and bars seek to combine
functional solutions with aesthetic
details. The KLUDI BINGO STAR
fittings are a perfect fit for many
catering facilities.

The small, pull-out spout
will be appreciated by baristas
and bartenders.

The shower/spray diverter
is an essential element
of a high-functioning kitchen
fitting.
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335740575
single-lever sink mixer
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KLUDI TRENDO

KLUDI TRENDO
Timeless classic
In a classic kitchen,
the equipment and
the materials are chosen
for their timeless style,
while in a modern kitchen,
the emphasis is on
practicality and efficiency.
Is it possible to combine
these two design
approaches?
Of course! To ensure
aesthetic coherence
in a classic or a modern
kitchen, as well as a high

level of functionality,
turn to tried-and-true
solutions like KLUDI
TRENDO fittings.
This series is ideal
for those who shy away
from extravagance
and showiness when
choosing a kitchen design.
A KLUDI TRENDO fitting
blends perfectly into any
tastefully designed kitchen
with simple furniture
and muted colours.

Quality is what matters most
in the kitchen. Carefully selected
ingredients and aromatic
seasonings give the dish its
unique character.

The convenient multi-connector
allows you to regulate the flow
of water to a dishwasher
or a washing machine.

Just a single movement is
needed to open or close
the valve.

Finish: 05 chrome, 96 stainless steel look
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Your space,
your rules, your taste
One series, many possibilities!
The KLUDI TRENDO series offers full range of different
products with a chrome or a stainless steel finish.
The fitting can be mounted on a kitchen island

335740575
single-lever sink mixer

or next to a window (thanks to the bayonet connection).
The fitting is available with a pull-out hand spray
and a shower/spray diverter.

335740575
single-lever sink mixer

33574..75
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (360°)

33575..75
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (360°)
for use with displacement heaters

33576..75
multi single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (360°)
connection for a washing machine
or a dishwasher

335790575
multi single-lever sink mixer
bayonet
connection for a washing machine
or a dishwasher, for installation
beneath windows

H1 203, H2 150, A 217, Ø2 52

H1 203, H2 150, A 217, Ø2 52

H1 203, H2 150, A 217, Ø2 52

H1 206, H2 154, A 217, Ø1 34,
Ø2 52
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33577..75*
for use with displacement heaters

*Not shown

KLUDI TRENDO

Setting a new standard
for convenience
What matters in life are the details, the invisible solutions
that make everyday activities satisfying and just plain
fun. A fitting with an extendable spout sets a new
standard for convenience and comfort in the kitchen.
Using the pull-out hand spray, you can easily
fill a pot placed beside the sink.

335810575
single-lever sink mixer

Switching between the shower
and spray modes works especially
well for washing smaller items.

33578 .. 75
single-lever sink mixer bayonet
swivelling spout (360°)
for installation beneath windows

33581..75
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (110°)
pull-out hand spray
automatic diverter: shower/spray

H1 206, H2 154, A 217, Ø1 34,
Ø2 52

H1 213, H2 155, A 226, Ø1 34,
Ø2 52

.. = Finish: 05 chrome, 96 stainless steel look
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Fulfil your
dreams
Making a plan is
the first step towards
fulfilling your dream
of having a beautiful
and functional kitchen.
Don’t wait – set your
priorities and get
to work!

In designing your kitchen, take
advantage of expert knowledge
and modern tools.

Relax at work with a strong
and aromatic cup of coffee.
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428030576
single-lever sink mixer
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KLUDI BOZZ

KLUDI BOZZ
The essence of modernity
A minimalist kitchen
attracts attention with
its economic approach to
colour, while an industrial
kitchen draws the eye
with its raw surfaces
and finishes.
Designing these kinds
of kitchens requires care
and consideration.
The KLUDI BOZZ fitting

is a perfect choice for
minimalist and industrial
kitchens, blending
seamlessly with their
simple and austere
design elements.
The organic shape
of the tall, slender spout
is the product of a rigorous
and conscientious design
process.

We all love the sweet moments
in life. A cup of coffee makes
a piece of your favourite cake
taste even better.

Small, but functional! The spout
can be pulled out easily.

A subtle but convenient lever
allows for comfortable control
of the water flow.

Finish: 05 chrome
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Creative combinations
redefine good taste
Daring combinations of patterns and textures work
perfectly in modern interiors. Natural wood goes
well with stone, glass and steel, while darkly coloured
walls can offset brightly coloured furniture.
Finding a fitting that goes well with an already beautiful
interior design is the proverbial icing on the cake.
Beans from Columbia
or a refreshing brew from
the very heart of Africa?
The aroma of freshly brewed
coffee wafts through the home.

KLUDI BOZZ fittings look beautiful against the saturated
colours of a minimalist kitchen.
428510576
single-lever sink mixer
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428510576
single-lever sink mixer

KLUDI BOZZ

428030576
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (360°)
H1 375, H2 230, A 215, Ø1 32,
Ø2 48

428510576
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling (230°),
pull-out spout
H1 375, H2 226, A 215, Ø1 34,
Ø2 48

The pull-out spout makes
everyday tasks in the
kitchen easier.
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325740575
single-lever sink mixer
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KLUDI OBJEKTA

KLUDI OBJEKTA
Delicate and versatile
The delicate contours
of the fitting can serve
as a starting point for
all other interior design
decisions. The KLUDI
OBJEKTA fitting goes well
with a cosy, bright kitchen
with a noticeably feminine
look. A tall base, a long
body, and a refined
lever – these are the

features of a true lady
in the world of fittings!
This classic feminine
form can be combined
with equally elegant
and discreet accessories,
while the versatility
and functionality
of the fitting will prove
useful in day-to-day work
around the kitchen.

Do you cook using recipes
or prefer to improvise?
Regardless of how you cook,
you can count on delicious results.

Tastefully contoured,
the wide handle goes well
with the ergonomic design.

The unusual, ascending
line of the spout is the hallmark
of the KLUDI OBJEKTA series.

Finish: 05 chrome
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A functional kitchen
filled with light
Even if your kitchen is small, it can still be both functional
and beautiful. Combining wood countertops with white
cabinet doors attracts the eye. The ideal kitchen also
has a window – the sun shining into the room makes
the space even warmer and friendlier.

Installing a fitting next to a window
has never been so easy. Thanks to
the bayonet connection, you can
easily remove the fitting from its
base, set it to one side, and open
the window without any
obstructions.

325790575
multi single-lever
sink mixer bayonet

325740575
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (360°)

325750575
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (360°)
for use with displacement heaters

325760575
multi single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (360°)
connection for a washing machine
or a dishwasher

325780575
single-lever sink mixer bayonet
swivelling spout (360°)
installation beneath windows

H1 210, H2 169, A 203, Ø2 52

H1 210, H2 167, A 204, Ø2 52

H1 210, H2 169, A 203, Ø2 52

H1 213, H2 172, A 203, Ø1 34,
Ø2 52

325770575*
for use with displacement heaters
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Finish: 05 chrome

*Not shown

KLUDI OBJEKTA

One fitting,
many options!
Additional functions – the bayonet connection,
the multi-connector, the pull-out spout
and the shower/spray diverter can simplify your
work in the kitchen (for more information on these
functions, please see pages 8-13).

325810575
single-lever sink mixer

328820575
wall-mounted
single-lever sink mixer

325790575
multi single-lever sink mixer
bayonet
swivelling spout (360°)
connection for a washing machine
or a dishwasher
for installation beneath windows

325810575
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (110°)
pull-out hand spray
automatic diverter: shower/spray

328810575
wall-mounted
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout

328820575
wall-mounted
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout

H1 213, H2 172, A 203, Ø1 34,
Ø2 52

H1 204, H2 129, A 208, Ø1 34,
Ø2 52

A 117

A 182
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325810575
single-lever sink mixer

A practical
choice
Nothing makes
everyday tasks in
the kitchen easier than
a perfectly selected
fitting.

A standard shower jet is all that
is needed for most tasks.

A spray may be useful for rinsing
dishes or washing fruits
and vegetables.
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389730575
single-lever sink mixer
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KLUDI ZENTA

KLUDI ZENTA
Balanced geometry
Like attracts like.
A kitchen dominated
by monochromatic
colours and minimalist
cabinetry also needs
accessories with clean
lines. The KLUDI ZENTA
fitting perfectly
complements stark
and distinctive interiors.
The minimalist, geometric

shape and the monolithic
form of the fitting
make it both elegant
and practical.
The KLUDI ZENTA fittings
are available with a range
of functionality options,
such as an extendable,
swivelling spout
or shower/spray diverter.

Do you prefer order and clean
lines? Choose an arrangement
with regular, orderly shapes.

The geometric design
of the spout is the hallmark
of the KLUDI ZENTA series.

A cohesive and discreet lever
is integrated into the body.

Finish: 05 chrome, 86 black/chrome, 91 white/chrome, 96 stainless steel look
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389840575
single-lever sink mixer
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KLUDI ZENTA

A modern
kitchen at its best
A modern interior design can be created from a wide range
of materials, such as stone worktops, wooden surfaces,
and shiny chrome and stainless steel. Combining all of these
materials with universal and fashionable white tones
will lend the kitchen a minimalist feel.

389810575
single-lever sink mixer

389840575
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (360°)

389810575
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (110°)
pull-out hand spray
automatic diverter: shower/spray

H1 250, H2 170, A 215, Ø1 34,
Ø2 48,5

H1 250, H2 170, A 215, Ø1 34,
Ø2 48,5

Finish: 05 chrome
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389739675
single-lever sink mixer
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389739675
single-lever sink mixer

KLUDI ZENTA

A universal
addition
Fittings with a stainless
steel veneer look best
against a contrasting
background.
Try combining warm
natural wood with white
tones.

Comfort is the main priority in
the kitchen – choose fittings that
are functional and easy to use.

A perfectly prepared dish tastes
best in a beautiful interior.
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An exceptionally
practical fitting
To achieve your desired look, choose interior design
elements that complement a fitting with an elegant
stainless steel veneer, such as matt accessories,
cabinet doors in grey tones, and wooden surfaces.
Especially when suffused with natural light, the kitchen

389730575
single-lever sink mixer

will be warm, cosy and inviting. The KLUDI ZENTA
fitting is a masterful example of the power
of contrasts, with a geometric design formed
by sharp lines and delicate curves converging
in a single, harmonious piece.

389739675
single-lever sink mixer

389730575
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (360°)

389739675
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (360°)

389790575
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (360°)
for use with displacement heaters

H1 228, H2 155, A 195, Ø1 34,
Ø2 45

H1 228, H2 155, A 195, Ø1 34,
Ø2 45

H1 228, H2 155, A 195, Ø1 34,
Ø2 45
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KLUDI ZENTA BLACK & WHITE

Balancing contrasts
A black and white kitchen
In interior design, geometric shapes can be used to
create strong contrasts. In the kitchen, try combining
black with white elements or warm wood with the cool
glint of shiny steel.

389738675
single-lever sink mixer

Diversity inspires. A black fitting against
a white wall or white fittings paired with black?
You decide.

389739175
single-lever sink mixer

389738675
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (360°)

389739175
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (360°)

H1 228, H2 155, A 195, Ø1 34,
Ø2 45

H1 228, H2 155, A 195, Ø1 34,
Ø2 45

Finish: 05 chrome, 86 black/chrome, 91 white/chrome, 96 stainless steel look
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339330575
single-lever sink mixer
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KLUDI SCOPE

KLUDI SCOPE
Versatile in every way
A simple, universal fitting is
the perfect choice for even
the most elaborate and
extravagant design. This
model complements all
minimalist, ultra-modern
and loft kitchens, spaces

where form is just as
important as function.
With its ergonomic shape
and range of available
features, KLUDI SCOPE
will surely satisfy even
the most particular needs.
Kitchens should be filled with rich
aromas, such as the smell
of a freshly baked cake.

The precise shape of the fitting
is the result of our designers’
careful attention to detail.

The seamless transition
between the spout and the
base is a hallmark of this fitting.

Finish: 05 chrome, 96 stainless steel look
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339300575
single-lever sink mixer XL
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KLUDI SCOPE

Universal simplicity
and flexible solutions
KLUDI SCOPE makes multi-tasking easy!
The extendable, swivelling spout simplifies the task
of washing dishes or fruit, while the bayonet connection
allows you to install the fitting right next to a window
(more information on pages 8-13).

Raw interiors with brown surfaces
call for bright, contrasting accents.
The glint of a chrome-plated
fitting will perfectly complement
the minimalist simplicity.

339300575
single-lever sink mixer XL

33933..75
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (360°)

33931..75
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling (110°),
pull-out spout

33930..75
single-lever sink mixer XL
swivelling spout (360°)

33938..75
single-lever sink mixer bayonet
swivelling spout (360°)
for installation beneath windows

H1 152, H2 106, A 200, Ø1 32,
Ø2 45

H1 177, H2 122, A 197, Ø2 35

H1 192, H2 145, A 200, Ø1 32,
Ø2 45

H1 172, H2 125, A 200, Ø1 35,
Ø2 48

339390575*
for use with displacement heaters

339320575*
for use with displacement heaters
*Not shown

.. = Finish: 05 chrome, 96 stainless steel look
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KLUDI KOMET

KLUDI KOMET
A good choice at an affordable price
If you are looking for a simple solution for your kitchen,
the KLUDI KOMET collection may well do the trick. This
lean and small fitting with a curved spout complements
all interiors where clarity is the priority. This unpretentious,
practical fitting is offered at an affordable price.

337940562
single-lever sink mixer

337940562
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (360°)

337960562
multi single-lever
sink mixer

337910562
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling (110°),
pull-out spout

H1 160, H2 125, A 200, Ø2 52

337960562
multi single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (360°)
connection for a washing machine
or a dishwasher
H1 180, H2 150, A 200, Ø2 52

337950562*
for use with displacement heaters

337970562*
for use with displacement heaters

337920562*
for use with displacement heaters
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The items presented are just a selection of our full range of products.

H1 170, H2 135, A 200, Ø1 34,
Ø2 52

337990562
multi single-lever sink mixer bayonet
connection for a washing machine
or a dishwasher, for installation beneath
windows
H1 185, H2 150, A 200, Ø1 35,
Ø2 52

KLUDI TERCIO

KLUDI TERCIO
Everything in its place
Having a pristine kitchen is more than just a theoretical
possibility. Selecting the proper equipment will help
you maintain order and cleanliness in your kitchen.
The slender and ergonomic KLUDI TERCIO fitting is
the perfect choice for both minimalist and classic interiors.

389400575
single-lever sink mixer XL

389400575
single-lever sink mixer XL

389430575
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (360°)

389490575
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (360°)
for use with displacement heaters

389400575
single-lever sink mixer XL
swivelling spout (360°)

389640575
wall-mounted
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (360°)

H1 149, H2 107, A 200, Ø1 32,
Ø2 45

H1 149, H2 107, A 200, Ø1 32,
Ø2 45

H1 189, H2 147, A 200, Ø1 32,
Ø2 45

A 236

Finish: 05 chrome
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KLUDI LOGO NEO

KLUDI LOGO NEO
In praise of common sense
If you like to carefully compare products and analyse
all of the relevant factors before buying, you will
appreciate the KLUDI LOGO NEO fitting.
Combining classic style with practicality, the swivelling
spout (360°) will make your work easier.

379130575
single-lever sink mixer

379130575
single-lever sink mixer

379130575
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (360°)

379190575
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (360°)
for use with displacement heaters

379240575
wall-mounted
single-lever sink mixer
swivelling spout (360°)

H1 141, H2 110, A 200, Ø1 32,
Ø2 45

H1 141, H2 110, A 200, Ø1 32,
Ø2 45

A 226
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Finish: 05 chrome

FITTINGS AT A GLANCE

KLUDI kitchen fittings
The choice is yours
The shape of the fitting, the contours of the spout,
the height and diameter of the body, the shape of
the handle – these and many other details come into
play when choosing a fitting. To make the decision
easier for you, we have prepared a summary of all
of the available series of KLUDI kitchen fittings.

The side view of the fittings can help you compare
and contrast their main characteristics and features.
Each model has a unique shape that satisfies
different needs and complements different kitchen
interiors. Choose the fitting that is perfect for you.

KLUDI E-GO

KLUDI ADLON

KLUDI TANGENTA

KLUDI MX

KLUDI L-INE

KLUDI L-INE S

KLUDI BINGO STAR

KLUDI TRENDO

KLUDI BOZZ

KLUDI OBJEKTA

KLUDI ZENTA

KLUDI ZENTA BLACK&WHITE

KLUDI SCOPE

KLUDI KOMET

KLUDI TERCIO

KLUDI LOGO NEO
91

OVERVIEW OF FUNCTIONS

KLUDI functions
A full range of possibilities
To make choosing the perfect fitting easier, we have
prepared a summary of all of the functionalities
available for all of our product series. Do you want
to take advantage of lower water flow?

S-pointer

Eco

Pull-out
spout

Hand spray

Or maybe you are looking for a fitting with an extendable
swivelling spout? The table below will help you quickly
and easily choose the best fitting.

Push-fit
connector

Bayonet
connection

Multi
connector

Low
pressure

Sensor

Battery
powered

Mains
powered

KLUDI E-GO
KLUDI ADLON
KLUDI TANGENTA
KLUDI MX
KLUDI L-INE
KLUDI L-INE S
KLUDI BINGO STAR
KLUDI TRENDO
KLUDI BOZZ
KLUDI OBJEKTA
KLUDI ZENTA
KLUDI SCOPE
KLUDI KOMET
KLUDI TERCIO
KLUDI LOGO NEO

A pull-out spout greatly extends
the range of the water jet.

An automatic diverter allows you
to transform a shower jet into
a delicate spray.

Functionality is what matters
the most in a kitchen. The cooking,
storage and washing zones are
the places that require the most
robust and imaginative solutions.
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COLOURS AND FINISHES

KLUDI fittings come in various
colours and finishes
The trend towards bold colour combinations is now
well-established in kitchen design. The colour brings
the interior to life, adding visual interest through striking
contrasts or monochromatic harmony. Unconventional
colours and innovative surfaces are becoming
increasingly prevalent in KLUDI kitchen fittings.

In addition to white, black can be used to achieve
stylistic simplicity. A black fitting is both elegant
and sensual.
Another option – a fitting made of brushed stainless
steel – will perfectly complement any raw, industrial
interior.

Chrome

Black/
Chrome

Chrome/
Matt black

Mocca/
Chrome

White/
Chrome

Chrome/
Matt white

Stainless steel
brushed

Stainless
steel look

05

86

87

82

91/92

93

F8
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KLUDI E-GO
KLUDI ADLON
KLUDI TANGENTA
KLUDI MX
KLUDI L-INE
KLUDI L-INE S
KLUDI BINGO STAR
KLUDI TRENDO
KLUDI BOZZ
KLUDI OBJEKTA
KLUDI ZENTA
KLUDI SCOPE
KLUDI KOMET
KLUDI TERCIO
KLUDI LOGO NEO

CHROME

BLACK/
CHROME

CHROME/
MATT BLACK

MOCCA/
CHROME

WHITE/
CHROME

CHROME/
MATT WHITE

STAINLESS STEEL
BRUSHED

STAINLESS
STEEL LOOK
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Notes
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Technical details

Icons and functional
markings

Are you looking for the perfect fitting for your kitchen?
Or maybe you simply want to quickly check the height
and technical parameters of a given model?
The drawing and measurements below will allow
you to quickly determine the height, diameter
and length of the spout.

Our unique and practical designs will satisfy
your individual needs.
Our fittings are created with you in mind!

S-pointer
Angle of water flow can be adjusted
to fit different shaped sinks.

Eco
Saves at least 40% water.
A
H1

H2

Pull-out spout
Fitting with pull-out spout for extended
working radius.
Hand spray
Fitting with pull-out hand spray can be switched
over from normal flow to spray mode.

Ø2
Ø1

All dimensions are given in millimeters.
H1 = Height of fitting
H2 = Spout height (bottom of spout)
A = Projection of spout
Ø1 = Diameter of tap hole
Ø2 = Diameter of fitting

Push-fit connector
It just takes one click to fit the end of the hose to
the adapter on the mixer body with the push-fit connector.
Bayonet connection
Fitting suitable for installation very close to a window.
The connection allows to remove the fitting from its base.
Multi-connector
Fitting with a connection for a washing machine
or a dishwasher.

Low pressure
Fitting suitable for under-counter water heaters.

Sensor
Fitting with non-contact operation.

Battery-powered
Electronic fitting with battery operation.

Mains-powered
Electronic fitting for 230V AC connection.
A

A = Projection of fitting from wall
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